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Thank you for making this project from Mollie Makes. We have requested specific permission from designers so that you can recreate and sell selected projects from this issue on the following 
conditions. Just look for this icon.             You can individually hand-make as many as you wish of our labelled projects, to sell either for yourself, your local event or to raise money for charity. You 
cannot sell in shops (online or otherwise) and you cannot go into mass production, which means you cannot manufacture in large quantities, especially by machine. Selling photocopies of any part 
of this magazine, its kits or supplements is prohibited. We don’t mind if you make a copy of the templates for a friend but please do not make any part of the templates or instructions available to 
others through your website or a third party website, or copy it multiple times without our permission. Please respect one another’s copyright. 

All the shapes for this issue’s makes. Unless otherwise stated, 
templates are shown at 100%.You can find the full-size 
templates ready to download from www.molliemakes.com

TEMPLATES

YOUR GIFT
BY JENNIFER SANTOS PAGE 7

TENSION
Tension is not important for this 
design, but it’s important that 
stitches are dense so that the 
stuffing does not show through

ABBREVIATIONS (UK)
st(s) stitch(es) 
ch chain
ss slip stitch
dc double crochet
inc increase by working 2 dc in 
next st
dec decrease by working 2 dc 
together thus: (insert hook in 
next st, yarn round hook and 
draw loop through) twice, yarn 
round hook and draw through all 
3 loops on hook

FINISHED SIZE
Approx. 7.5cm (3") diameter

INSTRUCTIONS
The doughnut is made in one 
continuous piece in the round, 
working in a spiral. Do not join 
at the end of each round – use a 
stitch marker to mark the start. 
When changing colour, do so on 
the last yarn round hook of the 
previous st.

Foundation with light brown 
yarn, ch18 and join into a ring 
with a ss
Round 1 ch1 (does not count as 
st), 18dc in the ring, do not join 
but continue next round in a 
spiral [18 sts]
Round 2 1dc in each st around
Change to pink yarn
Rounds 3-4 1dc in each st 
around
Round 5 1dc, inc, (2dc, inc) 5 

times, 1dc [24 sts] 
Round 6 (3dc, inc) 6 times [30sts]
Round 7 2dc, inc, (4dc, inc) 5 
times, 2dc [36 sts] 
Round 8 (5dc, inc) 6 times [42 sts]
Round 9 3dc, inc, (6dc, inc) 5 
times [48 sts]
Round 10 (7dc, inc) 6 times [54 
sts]
Round 11 4dc, inc, (8dc, inc) 5 
times, 4dc [60 sts]
Rounds 12-13 1dc in each st 
around
Change to light brown yarn
Rounds 14-15 1dc in each st 
around
Round 16 4dc, dec, (8dc, dec) 5 
times, 4dc [54 sts]
Round 17 (7dc, dec) 6 times [48 
sts]
Round 18 3dc, dec, (6dc, dec) 5 
times, 3dc [42 sts]

Round 19 (5dc, dec) 6 times [36 
sts]
Round 20 2dc, dec, (4dc, dec) 5 
times, 2dc [30 sts]
Round 21 (3dc, dec) 6 times [24 
sts]
Round 22 1dc, dec, (2dc, dec) 5 
times, 1dc [18 sts]
Finish with a ss in next st 
Break yarn and fasten off, leaving 
a long tail. Fold the narrow base 
(Rounds 1-4) into the centre
Sew the starting edge to the last 
round, stuffing as you go 

FINISHING
Use black embroidery thread 
to embroider the mouth and 
eyes, referring to the images as a 
guide. Use dark pink yarn to sew 
the cheeks, and yellow, mint and 
blue yarn to sew the sprinkles. 
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